
Emotional Intelligence 

Skills and Strategies



Shared 

Space & Dialogue 

Intentions

• Work with what you – and we - are

• Be aware of how much space you are taking

• Be aware of how little space you are taking

• Grapple with differing perspectives and uncertainty

• Permission to be unpolished

• Lean into discomfort

• Confidentiality



Other Feelings…

Adapted from GROK 

Cards from GROK, Inc. 

(www[http://.groktheworl

d.com)%20M].grokthewor

ld.com)

More comprehensive list 

from © 2005 by Center for 

Nonviolent 

Communication 

(www.cnvc.org)

http://www.cnvc.org/




What thoughts and feelings informed your drawing of HOME?





Perspective

Source: Anima  Leadership



Empathy

Perspective
• Conscious work of being open to viewpoint of other

• Intentional effort to notice difference and expand thinking

• Invitation for sharing other world views

• Staying out of judgement

• Recognizing emotion in others and 

communicating that

• Feeling connection WITH people

Emotional 

Connection

Cognitive 

Connection



The ability to take on some

Being able to feel, see 
and experience things 
from somebody else’s 

point of view



Invite Perspective Getting

Taking the time to get to know an individual as a human being 
through their story, not through intuition or inference.

Source: Anima  Leadership

Your View Other View



• Pause – Notice and identify intentions

• Ponder – Deeply listen and seek to understand with curiosity

• Practice – Speak with humility

Perspective Getting

Pause Ponder Practice



Climb Up Your Mountain

How might identity and personal history influence your 

perspective ? 

How are your values showing up?

What are your needs? 

What are you feeling? What thoughts are 

coming up?

Anima Leadership



Momentarily Climb up Another Mountain

What do I understand about their identities and history? 

What values am I hearing or have come to understand?

What underlying needs am I hearing?

How are they showing up? What are they  feeling? 

Anima Leadership



If all I know is not all there is to know, what did I learn from Perspective-Getting?



The ability to take on some

• Acknowledge that all you know is 

not all there is to know

• Approach with curiosity

• Seek to know individual as human 

beings, not as a spokesperson for 

others

• Deeply listen and follow with 

questions

• Intentionally seek out stories from 
different perspectives

• If you have heard one story, you 

have heard one story

Practice Perspective Getting



When you plant seeds in 
the garden, you don’t dig 
them up ever day to see if 

they have sprouted yet. 

You simply water them 
and clear away the 

weeds; you know that the 
seeds will grow in time.

-Thubten Chodron


